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introduction

Topography of trauma is a research project, begun in 2008 as recognition on a
European scale of sites affected and modified by different types of trauma, which
then took the form of a more detailed study on the Belìce Valley in Sicily. This second phase of research, structured in two workshops held in 2009 and 2010 in the
Sicilian territories affected by the earthquake of 1968, generated a large narrative
archive composed of both audio-visual and textual material, which has served to
break down the documentation of the Belìce area and then to reassemble and restore it to its own, and inevitably partial, critical representation.
Therefore, this is a hypertext archive that has been created thanks to contributions
by the authors, professionals and students who have accompanied us in the exploration of the territories of the Belìce Valley and who have contributed, through their
point of view, to the construction of a current imagination of this area.
The system of narrative process developed in this way has become the method
through which the research platform Landform intends to operate.
The activities of Landform, in fact, converge in unique experience: training (workshops, summer school, etc.), cultural production (authors invited to act in connection with the community and students in a shared discourse), cross-media
broadcasting (audiovisual and textual contents on various platforms), community
involvement called upon to provide narratives then elaborated by the outsiders.
The objective of the platform is to generate different forms of exchange and
knowledge in which experts and researchers from different disciplines and professional fields can work together to create new visions of places and to support
deliberate actions in the political, economic and cultural fields.

lucia giuliano

Topography of Trauma. Genesis of a research
A ruin is the future of our cities
and the future city is a ruin itself.
Arata Isozaki.1968

We use trauma as a possible metaphor
that allows us to capture the essence
of some current practices and the vulnerability of the city. We reflect on the
town and its relation to the disaster,
with those relentless events that strike
suddenly, wounding and mutilating it.
Over the centuries, catastrophes have
often been part of the history of the
city, at times determining the reasons
for and the criteria of its planning, thus
becoming part of the imagination of its
citizens through art and literature. The
ancient world is full of literary references to the violent annihilation of cities
such as Troy, Jericho and Carthage; at
those times, the physical destruction,
the demolition and burning of forts,
houses and public buildings were ordinary military operations.
However, if the cities were originally
fortified spaces, modernity - deeply
transforming the relationship between
the city and its territory - has made the
city a militarily undefended space.
On the other hand, new techniques of
war represent a special danger for the
city and the enormous potential of mo-

dern war in terms of «urban assassination» has been fully demonstrated with
the bombings of Dresden, Hamburg
and Tokyo in the last phase of World
War II. The atomic bomb completed
this scenario of vulnerability: whole cities were destroyed instantly.
Yet war is not the only disaster capable of destroying a city or a part of it.
Sometimes there have been fluxes and
energies of nature that have violently
transformed an urban system. Unpredictable and uncontrollable phenomena
changed the shape of the area, generating new situations.
But that’s not all. Technological disasters, iconoclastic attacks, terrorist
attacks, as we have seen during the
last century, form a grand, violent paradigm, and create different forms of
trauma for the city.
Therefore we’ve asked ourselves: is it
possible to carry out the physical destruction of the cities?
The examples of Tokyo and Hiroshima,
totally destroyed during the war and revived twenty years later, stronger and
larger than before, make us reflect on

the fact that, in the end, though fragile
in their physical dimension, cities are
a sort of collective immortality, and
that a city with

a physical substance
has perhaps never existed, that cities
are purely abstract ideas that only the
eclipse of civilization, more so than
their physical destruction, could actually annihilate.
Therefore, if there is one characteristic
that defines the city, it is its strength.
Cities survive, cities last, cities recover.
Its very own dynamism makes it grow,
work and prosper; makes it rise again
after the most extreme act of violence
directed at it. Cities do not die.
The work presented here is conceived as a wide-ranging investigation of
a specific territory in which the scale
of events takes on a dimension that
allows us to broaden our vision and to
see how the traumatic event becomes
part of the dynamic transformation of
places, not only physically, but also
concerning its social, political, and administrative aspects. The territory in
question is the Belìce Valley in Sicily.

Arata Isozaki
Re-ruined Hiroshima. Photomontage wall mural made for Electric Labyrinth in 1968
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Topography of Trauma.
An e x e r c i s e i n c o m p a r at i v e l a nds c a p e

When architecture undergoes a violent event, it is often turned into an
absurd object, sometimes an aesthetic
one, because it has been deprived of
its original functionality. Sometimes
the trauma is metabolized through the
construction of the monument, in other
cases, the trauma stands as a monument to itself.
The architecture, whether it be through
the trauma created by nature or by humans, rebels against the project and
history; it seems to acquire a new in-

dependent life, outside of human logic
and perhaps closer to biological logic.
The trauma creates chaos: it shuffles
the cards, generates new forms and
new meanings, it disrupts the predictability of the eye accustomed to reading
the architecture as a container of the
defined and stable, potentially eternal,
geometry.
Through an exercise in comparative
landscape, this work explores the language of trauma that manifests itself
through recurring elements: the frag-

ment, the wound, the crack, the gash,
the mending, the monument, the immobility, the superfetation, …
The trauma forces the architecture into
a territorial dimension, opening up spaces of possibility.
An open, unfinished, naked world, the
trauma is the tabula rasa that brings the
territory back to grade 0 planning; it forces us to reassess the present and the
future, as well as the relationship of the
human being with their memory.

Laura Cantarella
Santa Margherita di Belìce

lauracantarella.it

Laura Cantarella
Old Gibellina / Belchite, Spain

Laura Cantarella
Cretto, Old Gibellina / Holocaust Memorial, Berlin
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« T h e c i t y w i ll b e r e b u i l t at d a w n »
( R e ) p r o d u c t i o n a nd ( R e ) i nv e n t i o n o f u r b a n m e m o r i e s

The city has also always been, and
perhaps is now more so than ever, the
area of catastrophe.
A catastrophe may come into the urban
space in the form of an accident, an
irruption of the unexpected, a disruption of its normal functioning, as in the
case of natural disasters, earthquakes,
floods, explosions, and fires; but also
in the form of a planned incident: terrorist attacks, urban warfare, up to war
itself. The catastrophe and urbicide
(urban destruction), whether voluntary
or involuntary, announced or unexpected, are part of the destiny (real or only
feared, or feared as a possibility) of the
contemporary city.
But whether the disaster is of natural origin or of anthropogenic origin,
whether an unpredictable event or a
planned action, it is able to transform
the urban landscape, until it has become included within it. First of all, the
scarring of the city: traces of wars,
earthquakes, terrorist attacks affect
it, striking and disfiguring the urban
fabric, not only canceling but also producing signs of the destructive event
(ruins, rubble, deformation of the urban
«face») that have repercussions on the
collective identity and memory of the
city. Some have likened the devastation
that strikes the city to the tearing of the
city’s fabric, actual trauma registers not
only on the material plane, through the
production of rubble and debris that become part of the urban landscapes of
these cities, and not only on what we
would be tempted to call the collective
unconscious of these cities, but above
all on the symbolic and semiotic level.

Thus, the catastrophe as a collective
trauma that affects the whole city as
a semiotic organism: it is not a simple
summation of buildings and individuals,
but a place of production, communication and layerings of meanings. And the
traces left by the catastrophic events,
these urban scars, can become particularly powerful signs in the semiotic
economy of the city: traces that sometimes are to be cancelled, concealed,
and sedimented signs that at times, are
to be preserved, shown, transformed.
The ways in which the reconstruction policies deal with these traces
(transforming, removing, renewing,
restoring, erasing or simulating them)
establish a codification (valid in the
«urban syntax», but even more so in
the memory of the community) of the
catastrophic event suffered by the city,
determining how (and if) it should be
remembered, how (and if) it should be
made a part of the urban identity.
But there are other modalities for the
inclusion of disaster in the urban fabric,
covering the pre-and post-disaster periods. The pre, or the prediction: the
city is forced to foresee the incident
(anthropogenic or natural) and to gear
up against it, even in its absence. The
disaster is constantly evoked in the
planning and programming of emergency management and security, in the
strategies of the bio-political control of
urban life. Can the prediction become,
as the word itself suggests, a pre-figuration, the anticipation of a catastrophic
vision, almost a self-fulfilling prophecy?
The post-, we have already mentioned
in outlining the reconstruction. The

post-disaster reconstruction experiences a paradox: usually, it is assumed
that the destructive event or urbicide
action in canceling, produces a forgetfulness of an urban landscape, a production of oblivion, where the task of
reconstruction would be to restore the
lost memory, to (re) produce memory.
But the catastrophe and urban devastation, while destroying and erasing and
thus producing forgetfulness, at the
same time generate their own memory
in the form of traces of the destructive event; at the same time, the reconstruction, wishing to re-produce a lost
memory, could well lead to forgetfulness, erasing the traces of the destructive event. The task of reconstruction
then is also that of being able to discern (in some cases, «reinventing») the
value, semantic but not only, taken on
by these traces, a value which can vary
greatly depending on the type of event
that produced them, but that can be
sedimented in the identity of the city.
The reconstruction is therefore a practice that is not only aesthetic but also
ethical, which may allow for a semiotic
reworking of the urban trauma. But it
must always act in view of the admonition by Ignazio Silone, who witnessed
the tragedy of the earthquake of 1915
in the Marsi area of the Abruzzo region,
and commenting on it said: «If humanity will lose its life once and for all, it
will not be due to an earthquake or a
war, but to the time following the earthquake or war».

Laura Cantarella
L’Aquila / New Poggioreale

centrotrame.wordpress.com
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Social Trauma_Tectonic Trauma

In an unusually snowy western Sicily,
on January 14, 1968, a violent earthquake, of a magnitude of the eighth and
ninth degrees on the Mercalli scale, upsets 280,000 hectares of land.
The «tectonic trauma» affected three
provinces: Palermo, Trapani and Agrigento. Destruction of even greater
magnitude was found along the Belìce
River Valley. 14 towns were violently
affected, namely: Calatafimi, Camporeale, Contessa Entellina, Gibellina,
Menfi, Montevago, Partanna, Poggioreale, Salaparuta, Salemi, Sambuca,
Santa Margherita Belìce, Santa Ninfa
and Vita.
The fragility of the existing buildings
contributed to the catastrophic result;
it was unthinkable that poor constructions, with masonry of shapeless
stones or more or less square blocks,
and walls made of reed framework
and tuff rock could withstand such
stresses. The tragic toll of victims
numbered approximately 400 dead,
600 injured and 100,000 people left
homeless. In just a few minutes, the
four towns nearest the epicenter were
razed to the ground: Gibellina, Montevago, Poggioreale, and Salaparuta.
The geography, the topography, the
existing urban morphology, the specific climatic conditions and the unpreparedness of the institutions to respond
to the calamitous results contributed
greatly to propagating delays. Despite
humanitarian aid from abroad, it was
difficult to organize relief. The dog rescue units arrived from France a week
later, recalls one of the protagonists of
the history of the Belìce Valley, Ludovico Corrao, the former Mayor of Gibellina, known for his personal artistic
vocation and aesthetic devotion.

Giovanni Maniscalco, the mayor of Old
Poggioreale and New Poggioreale until
1985, recalls: «It was difficult to manage priorities, there were only nine cars
in the town and everyone had different
problems. It was necessary to listen to
everyone».
The «tectonic trauma» worsened the
situation of a southern reality that was
already experiencing a strong «social
trauma», in turmoil since the early Sixties. A liberation from the feudalism,
that perhaps had never occurred yet,
from a persistent exploitation of labor
in the countryside, the burden of a
parasitic intermediation by the Mafia,
the lack of water to irrigate fields, the
struggles of Danilo Dolci in Partinico
and Lorenzo Barbera in Partanna, the
hope of dams, of the agricultural consortia, of new roads, and afforestation:
the hoped-for reclamation of the Belìce
Valley.
The placard at the head of the historic
March for Peace, already in 1967, bore
the succinct, but at the same time, eloquent inscription: «Belìce is dying».
The March for western Sicily and for
Peace, a popular nonviolent demonstration that claimed the rights to
bread, work and democracy, took place
on March 6, 1967. Starting from Partanna, and ending up at Palermo, passing through Castelvetrano, Menfi,
Santa Margherita Belìce, Roccamena
and Partinico, and dedicating a day to
each town, it was aimed at pursuit of
hope, peace and socio-economic development for western Sicily; in addition
to the mayors and politicians of the
Valley along with the people in mass,
there was participation by prominent
people including Danilo Dolci, Bruno
Zevi, Ernesto Treccani, Antonio Uccel-

lo, Lorenzo Barbera, Carlo Levi, Rosa
Balistreri and the Vietnamese figure,
Vo Van Ai, hero of the resistance of his
people against the French as well as a
poet and sociologist of undisputed value.
Following this, in the autumn of 1967
came the «Great National Peace
March», with two marches, one starting from Palermo and one from Milan,
which met in Rome on November 30,
1967, after 30 days of walking.
Another memorable date in the process of participation by the population
of Belìce was that of March 2, 1969,
when 1,500 people camped for four
days and four nights in front of Montecitorio, the building housing the Italian
Parliament, surrounded by magnificent
Roman and national solidarity. This
event led to a text of the Law for the
Reconstruction and Development of
Belìce Valley, debated, revised and approved in those days, namely on March
5th, which calmed people’s spirit, but
soon disappointed expectations.
As Ludovico Corrao, said: «The earthshaking movement was already inside
society».
Emigration had already been a phenomenon in turmoil for decades; people
moved to the South – to America and
then Australia, to Germany and then to
the North – in Italy. The tragedy of its
destruction paradoxically managed to
bring about the opportunity of rebuilding it, not only tectonically but also socially and economically; not only a considerable potential for the Belìce Valley
but throughout the island and western
Sicily in particular. The industrialization
of the agriculture and democratic water
access and the agricultural consortia
are all still a utopia for Belìce.

Toni Nicolini
March for Western Sicily 1967, Belìce / EpiCentro della Memoria Viva’s collection

Pianificazione Siciliana newspaper (years 1967-1970), Dolci_Barbera Archive, Cresm

New Poggioreale
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Ligaments

Ruins of Salaparuta

New Salaparuta

Partanna

Laura Cantarella, Silvia Banfo
Ligaments

«For a landscape to exist, at least three
things are required, and not just two
things: not only a subject that looks and
something to be looked at, but also as
much horizon as possible, therefore, a
high ground that functions as a point of
advantage, unless the place is absolutely flat. The latter condition is the most
significant».
Franco Farinelli, Geografia
The series of 360° panoramic photographs is an attempt to approximate

the geographic scale and infrastructures of the territory.
The large scale shows how the landscape, even before the town itself,
is able to metabolize the trauma. The
infrastructures are ligaments that perfectly represent the idea of the urban
territory created in the years following
the earthquake. They are somehow
also a form of healing from the devastation of the earthquake that, in addition to killing, disconnects and isolates
the urban centers and residents. These

centers are now interconnected nodes
of a system that feeds them.
The agricultural landscape is a landscape of entrepreneurs and not individual
farmers. Curiously, both the ruins of
Poggioreale – the most striking example of an abandoned town – and the
Cretto – the most visually powerful act
– are seamlessly integrated.
The large scale places the individual
episodes in the background, thus revealing the landscape as a system of
relations.

Santa Ninfa

Salemi

New Gibellina

Laura Cantarella, Silvia Banfo
Ligaments

Josep Baguena
w i t h S i lv i a B a n f o , N at a l i a G a r c i a F e r n a nd e z , d u a r t e S a n t o

A geography of the power

Topography, geography, space and territory are terms that are too often used
indiscriminately, just as equally indiscriminately a map or mapping is often
seen.
We are used to organizing and managing time by means of an «agenda»,
that which you have to do. Instead, a
map, and thus the space, is dealt with
always starting from a «legend», that
which has to be read. That is the only
way we will be able to know what the
cartographer wants to tell us and what
kind of goals he set in his act of reading
and his representation of a place.
The Belìce Valley suffered a seismic
shift that suddenly transformed the
topography, the elevations, the slopes,
and the human artifacts (buildings,
roads, villages, crops). Faced with an
event of this type, a world of possible
interpretations of physical, economic,
social and political dynamics opens up.
The geographic approximation allows
us to discern these facts in order to
represent them, as well as allowing us
to integrate them into a dynamic that
goes beyond that of the region under

study. The understanding of a specific area, such as the Belìce Valley, requires knowledge of its transformations, which would remain incomplete
if we did not take into account the dynamics that affect it on a much wider
scale.
I would say that there is no formal geography, but rather an official geography. However, there are many informal
geographies subject to multiple interpretations.
The work was based on the critical
observation of those elements of the
landscape that showed how relations
of power shaped the territory.
For this reason the work group had to
identify a precise definition of the concept of «power», perceived as the ability of an agent to modify the behavior of
other agents. Later, there was a search
to find a way in which power is manifested in the landscape, what form it
took and what the reasons were for its
settling in the territory.
Since this is a work based on the topography, a series of maps were developed, each of which lacks certain levels

of information believed to be classified,
ending up with a map that represented
only the relief of the area analyzed.
Faced with this simple map and faced
with the natural topography of the valley, we were able to reconstruct every
element that has shaped the Belìce
Valley today. Projects that responded
to internal or external forces, the political, economic and social dynamics,
whether planned or spontaneous.
This was a matter of investigating the
traumatic factor of the ‘68 earthquake
as an element able to re-configure
the territory. So a trip was made there
(decomposition of the landscape up to
the physical matrix) and back (social reconstruction of a territory) to be able to
offer elements for reading with regard
to the new centrality, the exaggerated
exaltation of spaces concerning memory, the immense presence of an official culture, the structuring elements
of a territory whose logic is not clear
unless placed on a much larger scale
than that of the Belìce Valley.
Josep Baguena, Silvia Banfo, Natalia Garcia Fernandez, Duarte Santo
A map of power
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In m e m o r i a m
m a y y o u b e a bl e t o wa l k t h e s t r e e t s o f G i b e ll i n a f o r e v e r

There are places that have such an intensity, that before them, we can’t help
but slow down the speed of our movements and pause to contemplate them.
Places that we can know only through
intuition, if a path is revealed that silently leads us to them.
In 1968, an earthquake changed the
dynamics of the Belìce Valley forever,
those of its people and its landscape,
creating the beginning of a new historical memory.
This energy was probably felt by Alberto Burri in 1981 when he visited New
Gibellina, rebuilt twenty miles from the
town located at the epicenter of the
earthquake that had been totally destroyed, and who had been given the
task of creating an innovative work, a
great monument to those who suffered
the earthquake. He decided to reverse
the proposal and turned his attention
toward the «small mountain» (the
name of Gibellina comes from ‘gebel’,
meaning mountain or high ground, and
‘zghir’, meaning little), searching for
the right space for his peculiar homage
among the ruins of the old town. The
memory would be the ideological and
formal structure for the Great Cretto.

M e m o ry i n f o u r p h a s e s

t h e g r e at g i b e ll i n a

M e m o r y a s m at t e r

The earthquake opened up a new timeline structured in four phases, with a
strong impact on the identity of the inhabitants of the Belìce Valley:

«The town does not consist of this, but
of the relations between the size of its
spaces and the events of its past».
Italo Calvino

«La memoria abita el interior, en el caso
de que no lo constituya».
Manuel E. Vázque

- phase zero (1968). The earthquake.
The wound as a territorial tectonic trauma. The 6.12 magnitude earthquake
destroyed 12 towns in the region.

A chronological reading of the phases
allows us to expand the moment of
maximum intensity and focus attention on the entire area of the town of
Gibellina. Following the earthquake,
a series of tensions arose that upset
the previous equilibrium. The territorial restrictions now extended to four
scattered sites: the ruins, the tents
and pre-fab shelters inhabited for many
years, the town of new construction
and the cemetery which, paradoxically,
was the only area that had not been
destroyed. The area comprising these
places is much greater than the sum of
its individual settlements. The relations
between them had changed, as well as
the relationship with the countryside,
the workplace and as custodian of the
material culture. Thus, a more complex
landscape arose, that of the «Great Gibellina».

- phase one (1968-1985). The healing
process, with major operations of planning and urban reconstruction. This
overshadows the individual trauma.
- phase two (1985-1989). The surgical
operation with the materialization of
the great sculpture by Alberto Burri, a
monument to memory.
- phase three (1990- today). Permanent scars. The ruins have been turned
into a monument.

The people of Belìce have continued
to remember the earthquake with an
act that Leonardo Sciascia called «reremembering»: the mental process of
reliving the story in order to build the
future; in this case, using beauty as a
centerpiece of the new and timeless
city. The plastic memory, with which
the Great Cretto was created, includes
not only the ruins embedded in white
cement, but also the relationships that
the old town has maintained with its
landscape. The matter is the remembering and the work is the memory.
Alberto Burri, a military physician for
four years during World War II, was
captured in Tunisia in 1943 and imprisoned at the prison camp in Hereford,
Texas, where he began to paint. After
his release two years later, he abandoned the medical practice for good
and focused on artistic creation. The
fundamental principle of his research
concerned the changes of state involving the materials and overcoming

n at u r e a s p r o c e ss

the boundaries between painting and
sculpture, between two-dimensionality and three-dimensionality, between
the work of art, the space and the observer.
With the Great Cretto, a breakthrough
in his series of «cretto» (crack) works,
the artist left his studio-laboratory in
order to record the seismic phenomenon. In this work, the memory will
come into play as a new material, resulting in a transformation process that
determines the shape of the work of
art. Thus the artist crystallized the urban structure of the street blocks, the
meandering of the urban layout, the
size of the destroyed village, so as to
capture the very instant of the change
of state of an entire area and make it
eternal. Burri, acting as a photographer
in the face of history, therefore captures the moment of maximum tension. His work is a photograph of the
zero moment, but never a tomb. Like
the petrified bodies at Pompeii and
Herculaneum, the Cretto will remember a crucial moment in the Belìce Valley forever.

«La meta es el olvido. Yo he llegado
antes».
José Luís Borges
Burri’s artwork is based on the observation of matter and its behavior
in relation to the processes of natural
transformation. This duality of action
and time leads us to assert that, for
the artist, the processes are not only
the method but also the very subject of
his work. His large-scale intervention
is not only a work in an outdoor space,
but a work done in a specific territory
(earth art). The great Cretto thus reveals a place without interfering with
its morphology. The Great Cretto – «A
new town in the form of catastrophe»,
as described by Giuliano Serafini – will
be a generating element and be a catalyst for new projects for the Belìce
Valley. Since the intervention of Burri,
the world has once again turned its
gaze upon the old Gibellina.

umbilical cord / memory path

visual borders

crystallized productive landscape / cereals

cereals

productive landscape after 1968 / vineyard

pastures and not cultivated field

Micol Biondo, Gabriella Ferrua, Natalia García Fernández, Sergio Sanna
Cartografia della memoria
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I am particularly pleased to be here
for various reasons. I think back to my
childhood and my youth, when I was
beginning to study architecture. I was
immediately struck by a very strong
link between what I have seen, experienced and felt here and my experience
as a Japanese student of Japanese architecture.
I was a teenager when Japan had just
been through World War II and it was a
country that was completely destroyed.
I lived in the region where many cities
and villages had literally disappeared,
and around us there was nothing, just a
country sorely tried by the war.
This is probably the reason why I decided to study architecture and I have
tried to propose new solutions, new
ideas that wouldn’t just reflect the tradition but that would propose creative
elements that left more room for imagination.
Perhaps you are aware of the fact that
in Japan in a certain historical period,
speaking of the history of architecture,
there were several architects who created an architectural movement called
Metabolism.
I myself became part of that movement, along with other young architects. I tried to reconcile and integrate
the idea of ruin and destruction with
the projection of the future city by using images: as a director, I mounted
illustrations and pictures of the ruins,
taken also from books of literature,
with drawings of what the city of the
future might be. That is what gave rise
to the idea of a city that floats in the air,

thanks to the elements I was accumulating little by little. Going back to my
training, like many young men of my
generation, I was strongly attracted to
Italian architecture. I arrived in Italy and
then followed the trail of the great Goethe who described his experience in
this country in his book Journey to Italy.
Following in his footsteps, after various
cities, I arrived in Sicily. All during the
journey, I drew, making many sketches.
In Agrigento, when I reached the last
temple in the valley and began to draw
the ruins in front of me, I knew them
quite well because I had seen them
reproduced many times and I had also
used them in my montages. But at
that moment, I could not find the link
between the images on paper that I
knew and what I saw before me. It was
a very special moment for me. There
is a difficulty that exists in linking the
past and its projection into the future.
In this moment of my life here in Sicily,
I find myself once again living this very
special experience as an architect.
In 1968, I attended the Milan Triennial.
I participated with an installation that
included images of the past and possible solutions for the future. Of course,
there were ruins, but there were also
visionary images depicting utopian cities. I also wrote a book containing various montages of photographs of the
ruins of Hiroshima after the destruction
caused by atomic bomb, also trying to
juxtapose them with the pictures of
Agrigento.
Humanity is constantly fighting against
the forces of nature; even here in Italy,

there was a tragic earthquake (L’Aquila)
last year. Nature is always stronger
than the human being and the role of
the architect is to carry out reconstruction work constantly, not only in a timely manner when an earthquake or other
natural disasters occur.
Let me thank my hosts who have
guided me through these lands. I saw
Gibellina, the ruins of the old town and
the Cretto, and I am very impressed
by what I’ve seen today. I would like
to emphasize that the tendency of
many governments is to completely
demolish what nature or other events
have destroyed even partially, without
taking into account the fact that all human beings have a memory. Clearly,
there’s the need to rebuild, but I think
this should be done while maintaining
the link with the past. I was very critical of the Japanese government on the
occasion of the need to rebuild the city
of Kobe after the earthquake in 1995.
In that case too, the tendency of local
and central government was to completely demolish what had survived the
earthquake. In Hiroshima, in memory
of the bomb, one single ruined building
is still standing, which links the current
city with the city’s past. I believe that
this is wrong. But here, instead, the
people, the artists, have held in high
regard the relationship that exists between our past, our present and our future. It is right to think about and rebuild
the city of the future, but this must be
done while preserving its memory.

Andrea Botto
New Gibellina, civic museum. Gibellina’s ruins after the earthquake
Laura Cantarella
Alberto Burri’s Cretto

r a f a e l a r g u ll o l

T h e a rt e ry o f t h e m e m o ry
I should have long realized a fact that
I did not actually realize until last summer, during a trip to the north-east of
Sicily, which brought me to the region
devastated by the great earthquake of
1968. In the midst of the ruins of ancient civilizations in Greece or Asia Minor, for example, in the abandoned Byzantine towns in Syria, or in the same
Sicily, near Syracuse or Agrigento’s
Valley of the Temples, near the damaged columns or embraced by the stone
friezes, were twisted fig trees as old in
appearance as the ancient ruins around
them. This brotherhood between the
ruins and the fig trees had stayed in
my mind, without taking on any definite shape, until my recent trip to Sicily,
when it was manifested clearly when
contemplating the urban layout of various towns sacrificed to the destructive fury of the earthquake.
My guides led me up to Santa Margherita di Belìce and Poggioreale. In
both cases, the devastation was total.
Shooting up amidst the skeletons of
buildings, in addition to the underbrush, were trees that had grown up
during the four decades after the earthquake. Nevertheless, the undisputed
kings were the fig trees, majestically
growing in the center of what had once
been the city’s streets, and that now
emerged as unusual spaces where
one could feel the aura of mystery and
silence that has infused this no man’s
land.
Since these were the last days of summer, in mid-September, the trees had
already given their fruit, leaving some
figs squashed upon the ground. In the
middle of every street, there was at
least one of these benevolent trees
growing in the nothingness to compensate for the desolation of the survivors.
And this circumstance was always repeated, in all the towns destroyed by
the earthquake forty years earlier.

The only exception to this rule was Old
Gibellina (the town devastated by the
earthquake, since the reconstructed
Gibellina is a few kilometers away).
No fig trees have grown up there because, in this case, in the years following the chaos, the ruins were transformed into a giant labyrinth through
the intervention by the artist Alberto
Burri, who made it the same height as
the walls of houses, encapsulating the
remains of the town in the concrete.
All this was due to the initiative of an
enlightened and extravagant figure,
Senator Ludovico Corrao, who even today, at more than eighty years of age,
deftly and with obvious pride, shows
off the amphitheater that was built at
the foot of the spectral labyrinth with
the aim of representing the great works
of Greek tragedy in the July nights. In
this way, the audience summoned by
Corrao – who was the mayor of Gibellina for years – were able attend the
performances dedicated to Euripides
and Sophocles and productions of that
moonlight theater: the staging of the
complete the trilogy of the Orestiadi.
Alberto Burri’s intervention, as well
as those by other artists who came
to Gibellina in answer to Corrao’s call,
aroused heated controversy at the
time. Today, the visitor has the feeling
of drifting in a vast grave, powerful as
sculpture embedded in nature but alien
to any idea of resurrection. Among the
ruins, the sarcophagi of Gibellina’s disappearance, without any fig trees
waving their twisted branches, the
world seems to have died twice. Perhaps this is the same feeling experienced by one of the European artists
called to combat the effects of the
earthquake, Joseph Beuys, who adopted an approach that was the complete opposite of Burri’s. Whereas the
latter sealed the coffin where the body
lay, Beuys opted for the possibility of

re-birth.
To do this, the German artist devised
a forest in the form of an elongated
path linking the ruins of Gibellina to the
town cemetery, located at a distance
on high ground that had been left intact
without suffering the tragedy of the
earthquake. Apparently, since there are
no documents to confirm this, it was
a matter of creating a current which,
according to the law of communicating
canals, would place the grave content
of the tombs in contact with the vacuum that followed the destruction.
The usual functions are reversed, and
it was the abode of the dead to create
a new existence for the vast abode of
the living. If this hypothesis is correct,
Beuys’ forest was meant to be the artery of memory that can nourish the rebirth of the heart of Gibellina. However,
we can’t go beyond conjecture, seeing
as the project envisioned by Beuys was
never carried out. Nonetheless, once it
has been set forth, the idea seems totally consistent and the invisible path of
the forest appears clearly between the
cemetery and the destroyed town. Or,
at least, that is what happened to me.
I visited the beautiful cemetery at midmorning, under the hot late-summer
sun. The sheltered graves were open,
with images of saints and showy vases with dried flowers. Here and there
were some sumptuous mausoleums
with guardian angels. It is not hard to
imagine the flow of the aura streaming
along the walls of the cemetery and,
then, through the invisible forest and
on towards the valley until flooding the
memories of the destroyed Gibellina.
When this happens, there is no doubt
that a vigorous fig tree will sprout in the
middle of the great ruins and fertilize
the earth.
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Elena Rocchi
New Gibellina, civic museum. Joseph Beuys
Laura Cantarella
Old Gibellina cemetery
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cristian guizzo

A m i ds t d e b r i s a nd t h e t h i r d l a nds c a p e

«Le Tiers-Paysage – fragment indécidé
du Jardin Planétaire – désigne la somme des espaces où l’homme abandonne l’évolution du paysage à la seule
nature. Il concerne les délaissés urbains
ou ruraux, les espaces de transition, les
friches, marais, landes, tourbières, mais
aussi les bords de route, rives, talus de
voies ferrées, etc … A l’ensemble des
délaissés viennent s’ajouter les territoires en réserve. Réserves de fait: lieux
inaccessibles , sommets de montagne,
lieux incultes, déserts; réserves institutionnelles: parcs nationaux, parcs régionaux, «réserves naturelles».
Comparé à l’ensemble des territoires
soumis à la maîtrise et à l’exploitation
de l’homme, le Tiers-Paysage constitue l’espace privilégié d’accueil de la
diversité biologique. Les villes, les exploitations agricoles et forestières, les
sites voués à l’industrie, au tourisme, à
l’activité humaine, l’espace de maîtrise
et de décision sélectionne la diversité et
parfois l’exclut totalement. Le nombre
d’espèces recensées dans un champ,
une culture ou une forêt gérée est faible en comparaison du nombre recens

dans un délaissé qui leur est attenant.
Considéré sous cet angle le Tiers-paysage apparaît comme le réservoir génétique de la planète, l’espace du futur …
Le terme de Tiers-Paysage ne se réfère
pas au Tiers-Monde mais au Tiers-Etat.
Il renvoie au mot de l’Abbé Siéyès:
“Qu’est-ce que le Tiers-Etat? – Tout
– Quel rôle a-t’il joué jusqu’à présent
? – Aucun – Qu’aspire-t-il à devenir ? –
Quelque chose”».
Gilles Clément
The ruins become the debris of a past
relating to the memories and the experience of generations that are gradually
disappearing: the ruins thus pass from
the condition of a source of memory
to a condition of residual material that
disfigures the landscape. Among the
ruins of the old towns, nature is slowly
but surely reclaiming the space that had
been despoiled: grass is replacing the
flooring, trees are growing in the middle
of houses, roofless and open to the sky.
The large terracing of the pre-fab housing, with retaining walls of reinforced
concrete, the systems of lifts and con-

nection between one level and another,
and the paved basements stand out in
the landscape like enormous residue,
barely visible markers, but deep and
resistant incisions in the morphology of
the territory. These invisible cities, no
longer with any houses (pre-fabs), with
almost no trace of the permanence of
the hundreds of people who lived there,
even for fifteen years, are now the privileged places of the Third Landscape in
that they are spaces abandoned by humans and devoid of any human activity,
left to the development of biodiversity.
In the new towns, works unrelated to
actual need or left unfinished for decades have already passed into the state of residue, of debris. In the towns
that were marginally affected by the
earthquake, the ruins caused by the
earthquake have been surrounded by
new constructions and are the debris of
a past that has by now been removed.
At the same time, there are many unresolved and uncontrolled spaces in the
new towns where the Third Landscape
can develop.

Cristian Guizzo
Amidst debris and the third landscape

cristianguizzo.it

Cristian Guizzo
Amidst debris and the third landscape

marco lampugnani

audiography of trauma

The audiography of trauma examines
the possibilities of sound as a medium
to explore the territory of the Belìce
Valley forty years after the earthquake.
It particularly focuses on the political dimension of sound, that is to say,
the one that is able to give spatial information about the sources. And starting from this methodology, to infer the
quality and processes in act in individual places, putting them into a system
form.
We can consider an environmental recording as a form of survey: the relief
of an area corresponding to that which
is defined around it by an apparatus to
capture the sound as a function of its
characteristics.
Work on the morphology of sound allows for the individuation of the physical
characteristics of a space by using the
echo, reverberation and all the indirect
information inferred by the acoustics as
equally many reading devices. The section, the environmental conditions and
the materials all have information which
can be accessed by a process that is
not mediated by sight.

It is common opinion that the trauma
does not coincide with the exact time
of the earthquake (a span of time basically limited to a few days in January
of 1968, in the territory of the Belìce
Valley), but instead it expands, starting
from the beginning for an indefinite period - possibly still ongoing.
The relationship with the trauma, first of
all, must be made consciously through
the product of the trauma. The illusion
of recording lost soundscapes cannot
be advanced (at most, their reproduction would be possible if they had been
recorded). The soundscapes on which
the audiography is carried out are profoundly related to the trauma, being its
direct product. And this is a first step.
Secondly, what else (if not the trauma)
could the pregnant silence be attributed
to – such that the buzzing of a wasp can
be heard – that enshrouds old Poggioreale in the square that was once the hub
of its public life? We close our eyes to
old Poggioreale. What kind of short circuit is triggered between the sound we
hear and the morphology of the space
that the sound itself tells us about (the
absence of echo, wind, clues to narrow

sections of road built with high sides,
the density of the built-up environment,
urban features, and yet the lack of
voices, of manifestations of public life,
the surreal calm that reigns there)?
What discontinuity is recognizable amidst the soundscape produced by a
place that no longer lives in a way that
would be its own according to the observer’s gaze?
If we suddenly open our eyes to old
Poggioreale, we lose the short circuit
and the domain of vision leads us to
interpret everything we perceive in the
viewing – underlining the optical, not
sound, not touch, not taste, but vision
– of the ruins. But instead, what rich
soundscapes would be revealed to the
listening ear! A soundscape of ecologies taking place, of tiny resiliences in
which all the elements of the soundscape have already been given new
meanings and incorporated into a process of rebalancing. A soundscape that
is actually still in transformation.
Marco Lampugnani
Audiography of trauma
snarkive.eu

j u a n a l f o ns o z a p at a

S u s p e nd e d

Juan Zapata
Suspended. New Gibellina, Old Poggioreale

The unfinished reconstruction in the
Belìce Valley can be seen primarily in
the suspension of the process of the
«normalization» of social life in the
valley. Rebuilt houses remain empty,

sometimes just a few meters from the
destroyed ones that they’ve replaced,
and there’s a weak economy that fails
to regenerate the social fabric of the
area, as would have been expected

from the reconstruction. These photographic series scan the architectures
of the ruin and reconstruction, species
that are different, yet united by immobility and absence.

jazapata.com
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«Contractual» continuity of tactics
used between the old outskirts and the
rebuilt town. V indicates the remains of
the earth-quake in Montevago. N indicates the rebuilt part of the town.

Strategy and tactics in «conflictual»
comparison between the scene and
the background. V indicates the ruins
of the earthquake in Santa Margherita.
N indicates the part of the town that
has been rebuilt and that which remained intact.

First steps of observation
1. The peripheral area of Montevago
before the earthquake and the adjacent rebuilt area (which, in turn, is on
the outskirts with regard to the new
center) show a strong continuity in the
practices used.
2. In the ruins of Montevago, you can
clearly distinguish the «monumentality» of the old center (V) from the old
area of storage which is still being used
by the citizens (V2).
The «new town», originally built at a
distance from the old conurbation, is
now spatially connected to V2, due to
a new residential area (N2).
Supposed or real centers of urban
identity
3. Due to their mutual continuity, V2
and N2 can be viewed as a single system.
4. The continuity between past and present tactics of use from below (private)
causes the creation of a contractual
(and non-conflictual) dimension between the «old» and «new» suburbs.
The strategy of monumentality in V1 is
external to the system of tactics of V2
and N2.

First steps of observation
1. The ruins seem to «loom» above
(perceptually) the part of Santa Margherita that has been rebuilt or which
remained intact.
2. Unlike Montevago, in Santa Margherita the «mediation» between V and N
is concentrated in the plaza that separates the ruins - and the «facades» of the
Gattopardo palace.
Negotiation tactics and strategies between the old and the new
3. The plaza creates a «scene» where
to install an institutional «representation» of the reconstruction strategy
with regard to a «background», the reconstruction of which has not yet been
planned.
There are various devices that embody
the strategy, all in the «plaza system»:
the Museum built on top of the collapsed church, the other church placed
«on display», the Gattopardo palace,
the facades restored only on the side
facing the plaza. In the background, we
do not have any strategy but ad hoc
attempts of reconstruction «tactics»
of private initiative. The public strategy
and privates tactics «nibbling» away
at the mountain that looms (but is still
«denied» by the scene) create a con-

flictual dimension in the relationship
between the towns that have been rebuilt and those that have not.

etnosemiotica.net/cms/index.php
snarkive.eu
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T h e t h r e e t o w ns

The earthquake of 1968 in the Belìce
Valley left the poor ruins of the current
and erudite architecture. The reconstruction of the towns after the earthquake has produced the curious phenomenon of multiplying the towns: each
one of them was relocated in just a few
years to three different sites, some quite distant:
- the old town (often ruined)
- the pre-fab town (having become
stable)
- the new town (rebuilt on the citygarden model)
The old towns
The old towns were often completely
ruined and have had to be abandoned. In
many cases, rebuilding has been done
over or near it by integrating the destroyed parts or expanding the buildings.

The pre-fab towns
As the hope for a real home dwindled,
little by little the wood and sheet metal
of the pre-fabricated structures were
reinforced, replaced or supplemented
by new elements or functional parts of
masonry. Basements, tanks and sheds
increased, improving the defenses
against the heat, cold and water. These
towns were enriched with simple elements of signage and street furniture.
The individual vegetation was beginning to take root and take on consistency, becoming an important material in
the urban structure.
The new towns (rebuilt)
The new towns of the governmental
intervention were often built next to
or are intermingled with the old ones,
initially using low-density models of

garden cities or those of contemporary
suburbs. The quality is low, the loss of
identity is total.
Gibellina is a special case. Here there
is the phenomenon of the three towns
that have taken an interest in the territorial scales and concerns the idea
itself of the city. Under pressure due
to a condition of need, but with the
awareness of the vital issues of modernization and identity, it has made
a significant physical transformation
(changing the very idea of city).

Roberto Collovà
Belìce Valley 1981. Peacocks Hill / Gallitello, the road to Gibellina

Roberto Collovà
Belìce Valley 1981. New Gibellina

Roberto Collovà
Belìce Valley 1981. New Gibellina
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G i b e ll i n a

Gibellina has been converted into a
sprawling town actually made up of
three towns, places that form a single
community. This is a real and, in some
sense anti-institutional phenomenon,
(in that, concerning matters not covered by the institution), due to a kind of
self-organization led by a project constantly in the making, and at the same
time, imposed-proposed (by the Mayor) as a collective aspiration that has
been largely, and for many years, shared (general consensus).
If the mayor had made only institutional choices, Gibellina would be like
the other towns of the Belìce Valley:
fragments of suburban agglomerates
scattered around the countryside. The
goal of dismantling the temporary housing as soon as possible channeled
the energy into a special project in
common based on the requirement
to use every opportunity to fight the
city-state model and on the intuition
of the need to use other resources to
produce the added value needed to
found a new town but with a real and
strong relationship with its history and
its territory. The Mayor, together with
the community that elected him, made
four strategic decisions worthy of advanced urban planning.
The first concerned the position of

New Gibellina, which was established
at about 20 km from the old town, near
the station of Salemi, which in fact has
become the Gibellina Station, and along
the route of the new ‘Palermo-Mazara
del Vallo’ highway. Thus, a physical and
symbolic distancing from the old town
and a strategic positioning of the new
city, regarding the issue of being closer
in terms of time to the largest city on
the island (shortening distances).
The second consists of the intuition of
the need for added value with regard to
the traditional heritage of the old agricultural town in decline, for the foundation of a truly new and modern city. The
Mayor, Senator Louis Ludovico Corrao,
proposed Gibellina to be the City of the
Arts (visual and figurative arts, architecture, theater). This choice has given
it an identity that is different from the
other towns of the Belìce Valley, and at
the same time, the place qualifies on a
supra-regional scale which, with time,
has often become better known in Europe than in Italy.
The third concerns its identity, memory, mourning, the monument and
the «project of the future». This consists of choosing to accept Burri’s idea
of transforming the ruins of Gibellina
into a «cretto» (cement cast), the only
and greatest work of land art in Italy

today, and to create a place of theatre
bordering on it, which has become a
reference point within a European
circuit. The fourth also concerns the
awareness of the need to individuate
elements of the identity and culture
of the region, common to other towns
near New Gibellina, and is specified
in the purchase and restoration of the
old town of Baglio Di Stefano, located
near the perimeter of the new city, in
the contiguous territories of S.Ninfa
and Salemi. The Baglio, active as a Cultural Center and Laboratory of culture
and art, since the very first steps of its
recovery, has in fact become the «Old
Town», outside but close to New Gibellina.
This, together with other appropriations and exchanges of place and
meaning, such as the installation of
the facade of the Houses of Lorenzo
in a new museum-building in the refounded town, Burri’s «Cretto» itself,
or the Consagra Cemetery near the
Station of Salemi, and that of the highway, have acted not only as as grafts of
memory, but also as grafts of the future
in a bordering town. For years, I have
thought I’d draw a map of this particular town, post-modern and the largest
of its municipal district.

Roberto Collovà
Belìce Valley 1981. Town Hall under construction / New Gibellina

Roberto Collovà
Belìce Valley 1981. Palermo – Mazara del Vallo highway / New Gibellina, Consagra’s Star under construction
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geography of dust

Elena Rocchi
Geography of Dust

1. Topography of the end
2. How do you measure an area with
these new units of measure? Certainly
not in a Euclidean manner, but in a different or «topological» way, i.e. that
which belongs to the space of imagination and intuition, not reason.
«You see, - said the man sitting opposite me on the train, - my business is
dust, nothing but dust», and he said it
with a feigned nostalgia of no longer
caring about more consistent things,
actually suggesting that dust was a rich
and varied universe which I certainly
knew nothing about. «I imagine that
for you, dust is merely a nuisance, sign
of neglect and the aging of the world,
instead, it is full of novelty». This is
the strange meeting on the train with
the protagonist of the tale, Perfect
Pitch by Daniele Del Giudice, who is
speaking and immediately proceeds
to distinguish the experience of the
expert: «There is a good deal of dust
that comes from outer space, cosmic
dust, infinitesimal specks of comets
and meteorites that fall to earth, such
that the planet increases in weight
each year, every year the earth weighs
ten thousand tons more, ten thousand
tons of dust. But this is a noble dust, or

at least the noble part of my job, and
every once in a while, those of us who
do this job get together in Edinburgh
and for a few days we talk about the
news that the dust has brought, as if
a voice of the cosmos were to spread
news through a burst of dust». This is
for the noble part that concerns stars,
star dust in the literal sense, coming
from the cosmos. Then, continuing his
distinction: «Of course, there is a less
noble dust, and a less noble part of my
job. This is the dust that accumulates
under beds, behind the cabinets, along
the prominences of walls. Household
dust is much more difficult to decipher
because it is more varied, but what a
lot of news it gives us, news of who
lives there, as unmistakable as a fingerprint!». Dust is information, it just needs
to be analyzed, to go into detail concerning its composition, to follow through
on the distinctions: «A lot of dust does
not come from the house; it comes
from volcanoes erupting or forests
burning in other continents brought by
the wind, but the rest we produce ourselves; you and I and everyone else
make thousands of tons of dust, and I
also deal with this, each downy flake is
different from one another depending
on the habits of the hosts, you just

need to know how to read the dust,
which magnified thousands of times, is
like a forest with tree trunks and rocks,
vines, and a myriad of animals. It is the
world of mites, living there by the millions, without eyes, with sharp claws, a
single block which forms the torso and
head. They just stay there, waiting for
the flecks of our skin».
«Believe me, we are never free of
dust».
«I’ve always liked to do my work with
the materials most common to my
work. Stone and often dust.» said Alberto Giacometti, who lived amidst
dust. [...]
Dust is everywhere, it falls continuously, unabated, relentlessly.
Dust refers to the ultra-fine, a dimension at the limit of the perception of
phenomena at the limit of materiality.
The ultra-fine is the size of the passage
of the metamorphosis.
Dust is the «inert material» that can
«preserve the imprint of all that was
metaphorically, without having lost
anything, like a huge warehouse or a
huge virtual matrix of reconstruction».

Quotes from La Polvere nell'arte (The dust in art) by Elio Grazioli, Bruno Mondadori publishers, Milano 2004,
tecalibri.info/G/GRAZIOLI-E_polvere.htm

Elena Rocchi
Geography of dust

Viviana Malangone
Salemi, Sky topography

Monika Rut
Old Poggioreale

clara cot

scars

I have investigated the following concepts: Memory, Trauma, Place.
More specifically: Cracking - Building Sewing - Action - Reporting - A symbolic act - Healing.
During this work, I researched cracks
and lesions in some of the fourteen
towns damaged by the earthquake of
1968 that devastated the Belìce Valley: Salemi, Old Gibellina Vecchia (the
Cretto), Salaparuta, Partanna, Montevago, Santa Margherita Belìce, and

Poggioreale Vecchio.
A crack is a very real, open wound, visible and present. It has not been restored nor treated.
My work involves a double process:
first, to see the places and artifacts that
can be transformed into images, focusing on the buildings (interiors and exteriors of private and public buildings),
and secondly, to create a symbolic
mending, with the intent of reporting
the damage and leaving traces.

To bestow value upon the zero point of
the earthquake, the temporal section
that combines the past and the present,
I have chosen not only old buildings or
ruins, but also buildings built after the
earthquake, the cracks of which allude
to a sometimes failed reconstruction.
The intervention in the site is active.
The work is therefore a performance,
conceived as a process of signaling in
situ the wounds that need to be
treated.

Clara Cot
Scars
Photographs: Daniela Cappiello

vimeo.com/50201525
vimeo.com/50817163
vimeo.com/50817168
vimeo.com/51124945
vimeo.com/51125000
claracotstudio.com
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M e nd i n g . M e m o r y o f t h e w o m e n i n t h e B e l i c e Va ll e y

The video document «Mending. Memory of the women in the Belìce Valley» contains the testimony and memories of women who experienced the
trauma determined by the earthquake
of 1968.
This testimony shows many common
features among the differences that we
could define as gender characteristics.
The first is an interdisciplinary approach
that is not intimidated by the technicalities, by conformity with the different
fields of knowledge, and develops an
original thought that is free and based
on experience. The second, instead,
is that they be considered a common
good for the women and men: awareness and understanding intended as a
resource that is precious, expendable,
shared, and multipliable. The third aspect is linked to the latter, and is part of
the processing that runs through contemporary thinking: the awareness of
vulnerability as an element connoting
our humanity. In the case of this specific research, we can talk about the
susceptibility of the inhabited space, of
the city as an unprotected space. The
city that is defenseless against violent
events, precisely due to its being a living organism that can be hurt, that can
also try to heal and finally, to find a sense of a sort of collective immortality.
The emphasis on history and memory
of the women starts from an awareness that goes way back in time: for at
least forty years now, scholars of history have been committed to filling in
the gaps of a history centered on the
male subject. This determination to
seek traces from the women has offered new historical perspectives, new
wealth. If you know what to look for,
the stories of women can reveal hidden
treasures.
Research in the Belìce Valley has not
disappointed these expectations: the

five video interviews we propose offer
very different profiles, narratives which
integrate and converge at some points.
An intellectual, a farmer, a mother, an
obstetrician and a teacher tell us about
the time of the earthquake.
The first interview, set in Santa Ninfa
on September 15th, involves a high
school teacher, an educated and decidedly unconventional woman: Paola
Grimaldi. Today she lives and works in
Milan, but returns to Santa Ninfa during
the summer where her aunts and many
friends of her childhood and youth still
live. Aware of the restrictions imposed
upon the freedom of young women by
a rather closed and conservative mentality, Paola Grimaldi underlines the
possibility of viewing the trauma as an
opportunity.
From ‘68 to ‘75, Paola, at that time a
young university student, was part of
the cultural ferment of her time. There
was a social and cultural awakening,
a social commitment with young people and women as the protagonists
of a significant renewal. It was a time
of great social participation, with the
emergence of these new political subjectivities imposing their desire to have
a voice in everything. Then, in the mideighties, there was a decline of interest
and activity. The relationships among
people, which had had such importance in the reconstruction of a solid
social fabric in previous years, received
less attention. There was a sense of disappointment that made Paola choose
to move to Milan.
With regard to the attempt to turn
Gibellina into a city of art, the interviewee states: «It was a good idea, in
theory …»
For some years, the cultural initiatives
constituted a revival of hope until the
‘90s, then the places seemed to be
locked into the old stereotypes again.

While we were shooting footage inside
the church of Santa Ninfa, there was a
young African woman playing the organ. Her name is Georgiana and she
is a teacher of music and English. She
has married a citizen of Santa Ninfa and
to teach in various schools, she has to
move around to the various towns in
the valley.
The organ on which she is practicing
her considerable skills as a musician is
framed by one wall of the old church
that remained intact, with its fresco of
the Virgin Mary. Protected by the Superintendency, this portion of the building was integrated into the large modern church that dominates the square.
«Living in the pre-fab housing was
difficult», says Francesca Viola, who
together with her husband, is a farmer
and livestock breeder, «especially for
the elderly and the sick. I had to take
care of my in-laws. Poor souls... they
are dead now. We were very fond of
one another». Francesca Viola lives
near the Cretto by Burri and near the
Madonna delle Grazie site of pre-fab
housing. At first she is a bit wary, but
then she starts talking, in the courtyard
of the house that she and her husband
built after the earthquake. In front of
it, there is still a pre-fab shelter that is
now used for storage.
Francesca remembers that she met
her husband precisely in the period
when they were living in the pre-fabs,
a time that was difficult but with solid
neighborly relations and cooperation.
Following that, while she raised her
two sons, she took care of her motherin-law who was sick and her elderly
father-in-law. The relationship with her
in-laws seemed to be very affectionate. In fact, she was bequeathed their
house in Gibellina.
Senator Ludovico Corrao, mayor emer-

Ferdinanda Vigliani, Alfredo Ronchetta
Interviews with Francesca Viola, Paola Grimaldi, Maria Accardo
vimeo.com/51666775

itus of Gibellina and a great animator
of the artistic and cultural renaissance
of the valley, said it was tradition that
the real estate properties of the families were inherited by the daughters.
The sons usually received the mule
and the countryside land. Therefore,
the women’s link with the home has
always been strong. In fact, it was the
women who went to the Parliament in
Rome with their request for a bill for
the reconstruction and again it was the
women who refused that a single enterprise should construct all the houses
in New Gibellina. Instead, they wanted
financing to build them individually.
So the trauma had to be healed, and to
do so required courage and a sense of
responsibility, another common feature
in several interviews: «I was young,
but to help my parents I had to grow
up all of sudden», said one of the interviewees, Mrs. Filippa Mirlocca, whom
we met on the afternoon of September
18th, and who had been just 18 years
old in 1968.
She visits the places of her childhood,
today buildings in ruins, but which still
offer a foothold to her memory: the
courtyard where she played as a child,
the house where her grandmother
lived, the blacksmith’s shop on the
corner. The door of the ruined house
is intact, built out of a siliceous rock
that has withstood the earthquake and
time. The barn that once housed her
father’s sheep is now overgrown with
leafy vines. Right in front, there is still
the pre-fab structure where her family took shelter immediately after the
earthquake. Today it is a tool shed.
The family now lives in a modern and
functional house, but her son, Filippo
Marsala, has founded an association:
Vitesi World Studies Center, which
seeks to preserve the memory of Vita
as it once was. He and his father have a
creative hobby: they have made a model, reconstructed on the basis of photographs and memories, of the ancient
Church of Vita just as it had been before the earthquake. Filippa also shows
us the place where the pre-fab housing
had stood.

«All the people in my family were
saved, luckily, but I left immediately
as a volunteer to help the wounded»:
this is another testimony from an obstetrician who, thanks to her skills, could
offer health care. Maria Accardo was
34 at the time of the earthquake, and
she was an obstetrician working in Cefaladiana. The women of Cefaladiana
were at the forefront of protests that
led to the inhabitants of the Belìce Valley holding a sit-in outside the Parliament in Rome.
Her family lived in Partanna.
Immediately after the earthquake, she
volunteered to aid the injured people at
the hospital in a makeshift camp on the
site of the earthquake. For 10 years,
she was the head obstetrician at the
hospital in Mezzoiuso and in ‘73, she
was conferred with a permanent position in Salemi.
It is impossible for her to remember
how many children she has helped to
be born and she is proud to have been
a pioneer in methods of prevention and
protection of women’s health.
She believes that Act 194 was an important conquest: she still remembers
how many women died as a result of
clandestine abortions. She is also convinced of the importance of sex and
health education for young women.
Before leaving, she makes a small gesture of coquetry and in front of the camera, she lets down her hair, which is
usually gathered into a tight bun.
Another aspect that the five interviews
have in common, because it is related
to the female role, is a realistic, pragmatic vision of the disaster as an opportunity. The shock of the earthquake
had struck some old prejudices, demolishing some unjust discrimination. The
traditional segregation of Sicilian girls in
the family had become difficult to practice when living in pre-fab housing and
the intense sociability that developed
did not exclude them, not at all.
Ninetta Lombardino is a nursery school
teacher. At the time of the earthquake,
she was very young. Her husband
worked for the City of Gibellina and
was very active in initiatives related to

the Orestiadi. Preserved in their home
are some small works donated by artists who have made the
 imposing monuments in Gibellina which give the
town its characteristic physiognomy of
a city dotted with works of art.
She talks about life in the pre-fab
housing as a time of intense sociality,
even carefree and happy: «We were all
young», she says, «and the earthquake,
along with the houses, had demolished
many invisible barriers». She remembers being invited to a party in Palermo at that time, where girls and young
men danced with each other in two
separate rooms, something that would
have been unthinkable in Gibellina. The
earthquake had therefore brought a little modernization.
At that time, in the Belìce that survived
the disaster, the girls really burst onto
the scene, raising their voices, acting
politically, expressing a new subjectivity. They were creative and combative.
Then, when the great works and the
Orestiadi were begun, this spontaneity
that had characterized the early years
was abandoned and also the innovative
role that women had had changed, returning to more traditional tracks.
Today what they had hoped for and on
which they had spent so much effort,
energy and imagination has in part
been achieved: now everyone has a
house. And the home is important. But
such lively sociability is missed a little.
So is the struggle, the feeling of being
together, that interweaving of relationships that had made up the healing after
the trauma.
«The streets running between the
earthquake-resistant buildings of Gibellina are so wide ... It has become
impossible to speak from a window to
another».
One last aspect that such apparently
different women have in common
seems to have a considerable symbolic
significance: it may perhaps be a custom that depends on the culture left
by the Spanish rule in Sicily, but all the
women interviewed, even the older
ones, introduced themselves with their
maiden name.
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«A man without memory is prey to an
illusory existence».
Andrej Tarkovskij, Scuplting Time
«The ruins exist through the eyes that
see on them. But between their many
pasts and having lost their functionality,
what is left of them is perceived as a
sort of time outside of history, in which
the individual contemplating them becomes sensitive as if it were helping
to understand the duration that flows
through them. (...)
Future history will produce no more
ruins. It doesn’t have time».
Marc Augé, Ruins and Rubble
There are those who speak of the
artist, comparing him/her to a seismo-

graph, because they are at the front
lines to capture every little change that
happens around them. I thought a lot
about this definition during the days I
spent in the Belìce Valley in Sicily, devastated by an earthquake on the night
of January 14-15, 1968, which caused
death and destruction in most of the
towns.
Today there are still obvious traces of
that terrible event in the landscape and
in the memory of older people, who
live in different places, towns that have
been rebuilt even many miles away
from what are now only ruins, probably destined to disappear if they are
not taken care of, recovered or consigned to memory in the form of shrines,

such as in the case of the Cretto by
Burri in the old Gibellina.
The landscape is like a theater where
things happen, each of which leaves a
mark, a sediment, at times invisible.
And for every event there is always a
before and an after. I’ve chosen to photograph those that arose in the months
immediately following the earthquake,
now forty years ago; first, there are
those who, despite not having experienced the event, suffered the immediate consequences, because they
grew up in the pre-fab housing and
then were brought to the new cities.
They are first who are not able to recount the past, except through the memories of their parents.
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